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HE IS NOT MY BOYFRIEND SAID KAMIKAZE WOMAN DURING ASSAUT ST DENIS
BEFORE BLOW UP
COUSIN OF ABAAOUD LEADER TERRORIST

Paris, Washington DC, 25.11.2015, 03:10 Time

USPA NEWS - Last Wednesday, while the men of RAID and the BRI launched an assault against an apartment in St-Denis, north of
Paris, one of the individuals blew himself up. Just before the explosion, a policeman exchanged with a woman kamikaze . Her last
words are : "He is not my boyfriend !" according TF1.

Last wednesday morning, while the men of RAID and the BRI launched an assault against an apartment in St-Denis, north of Paris,
one of the individuals blew himself up. Just before the explosion, a brief exchange of words and extremely tense took place between
the police and a kamikaze woman. She answers “ He is not my boyfriend“� -------------------------------------------
See also article : THE FIRST WOMAN KAMIKAZE IN FRANCE IS DEAD DURING SAINT DENIS ASSAULT
HER NAME IS HASNA AIT BOU LAHCEN - See more at: http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-6522/-the-first-woman-kamikaze-in-france-
is-dead-during-saint-denis-assault.html#sthash.2cB4U1cY.dpuf--------------------------------------------------
DURING THE SAINT DENIS ASSAULT FROM 6 AM TO 11: 30 AM WHEN THE KAMIKAZE WOMAN BLEW UP----
It is around 6 am Wednesday morning. It's been nearly two hours than men of Raid and BIS identified and launched the assault
against two adjoining apartments in a building, Corbillon street in Saint-Denis. According to their information, terrorists linked to
Friday's attacks, are entrenched in the scene. One of them is going to explode.-----------------------------------
Since 4:45, the security forces are at work. Initially, the police use of explosives to force the resistant door of one of the
apartments.This is why the terrorists had time to prepare their response. At that time, the "men in black", however, challenge three
individuals who were inside, one of them was wounded in the arm. One of the policemen asked the kamikaze woman, between two
exchanges of gunfire :-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Where is your boyfriend? , Shouts a policeman---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
She answers : He's not my boyfriend" answering the voice of what sounds like a woman's.-------------------------------------------
The operation continues. The police tried to dislodge the other occupants. In a recording tape obtained by TF1 tv means the police
calling the terrorists to surrender. These provide an answer without discussion. The explosion followed the short exchange of
“conversation“� between the policeman and the kamikaze woman.---------------------------------------------------------
"An explosion sounded then revealing the commission of a kamikaze action," detailed the public prosecutor in Paris, Francois Molins,
late Wednesday afternoon.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The terrorist is presented as a woman who could be the cousin of Abdelhamid Abaaoud, the alleged sponsor of the attacks. On this
point, François Molins prefers to remain cautious. "The first elements of the investigation and police intervention have left us to believe
that the explosion was consecutive to a woman who activated his vest of explosives," he explains.
"This point will however be verified by the examination of the bodies, the bodies of debris as well as all technical and scientific police
operations," he concludes.-Source: France TV, and DH
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